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Figure 1. Map of Alexander and Little /kiddy Creeks,
Kentucky, showing drainage areas and locations
of collection sites 
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Figure 2. Longitudinal profiles and locations of
collecting sites (A and ?) of Alexander
and Little i'uddy Creeks, Kentucky. Solid
line represents Alexander Creek and dotted
line represents Little !fuddy Creek 
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• Dissolved oxygen concentrations, in
milligrams per liter, in Alexander and
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represents the latter 
Figure 57. Total hardness, in mIlligrams per liter, in
Alexander and Little Muddy Creehs, Kentucky,
from Cepterber, 1272 through August, 1273.
Solid line illustrates data from Alexanler
Creek, while dotted line illustrates Little
7:uddy Creek data 
7-'iLetee r. Total alkalinity, in rilligrans per liter,
in Alexander and Little !,!uddy Creeks,
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7. 7;ydrogen ion concentration (707) frer heth
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1.7.11)el- of fin sjines and soft-rays, total a
and calicct.nal pores.
311e-half of the darters corectod had "blac
Crassiphia2a bulboclossa, wtile about seven per:
- ffects wer r.ot note on the
darters. Po3si1,1%, fish predators included t.1,e banded sculpin, grass
Iickerel an ?are( creek chubs. Water s%42.1-es, snapping
hingfishers and green herons may also have preyed on trl;.vi
:theestona barbouri occupied an ee-logical position r-cst closely
related to that or it: darter a5occiates.
stream zubstrate with other darter which vr,,,-e found most cfte,-.1
in th,. del7er rocky portions of pools.
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INTRODUCTIOL
This study concerns the biology of a new species. The teardrop
darter, Etheostoma barbouri Kuehne and Small, was described in 1971 as a
member of the subgenus Catonotus, and is known to occur only in the Green
River basin of Kentucky and Tennessee.
although darters possess separate spiny and soft-rayed dorsal fins,
they are readily distinguished from other members of the Family Percidae.
The members of all three darter genera (Armocry-nta, Percina, Etheostoma)
are diminutive in size as adults, possess 5 or 6 branchiostegal rays and
have an upper jaw which does not reach the middle of the eye. The Ammo-
crypta have a slender, pellucid body (the depth going 7 or more times in
the length) with several rows of scales laterally and only one anal spine.
The Percina are stockier and have a midventral row of enlarred or modified
scales near the pelvic fins. The most speciose genus, Etheostoma, is
taxonomically difficult in ". . . that the distribution of the species
. . has been rather poorly recorded in the literature, and that most
species are extremely variable in the neristic characters (lateral line
scales and fin ray counts) that are so often used in species identifi-
cation in other groups." This statement is taken from Etnier (1969) in
a "key" that includes ten subrenera in the Etheostoma of Tennessee. The
members of Catonotus are distinguished from the other nine subgenera by
one or more of the following: incomplete lateral line, premaxillary
frenum, infraorbital and supratemporal canals usually interrupted, anal

7:=PIBUTION
Range and Habitat 
The teardrop darter is restricted in range to the upper Ireen River
of Kentucky, and its tributaries, some of which originate in Tennessee.
In the present study 7. barbouri was most commonly taken along small
overhanging sandy banks under leaf litter and vegetation. Adults were
never taken on riffles while fry were collected in and just below one
sluggish riffle area. Teardrop darters were occasionally fcr.nd in pools
aL deep as 3 feet, but were generally confined to shallower water in the
upper reaches of Loth study streams. The habitat of tne teardrop darter
as observed in this study is very smilar to that reported by '!7uehne and
Small (1971) as:
2. barbouri usually occurs in pools that are relatively free of
fine debris or against sandy and rocky banks of such pools. It
is usually collected at depths less than 2 ft and is infrequent-
ly taken over riffles. This darter is most common in small to
medium-sized 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order upland streams.
DESCPTPTIN r.)F AP:A
The drainage ar,: .f Muddy Creeks include
parts of two paysi7.,gre:).!e regions, 95°': of the drainage in the Pennyroyal,
or Mi. Ippian Plateau, region and 5 in the Western Coal Field region.
The Pennyroyal is characterized by a karst topography with underlying for-
mations of limestone, some sandstone, shale and chert. The topography
ranges from gently rolling to hilly. Uplanl soils are mostly Westmoreland
and Muskingum associations derived from acid siltstones, sandstones and
shales. he Western Coal Field is underlain with formations of sandstone,
shale and some limestone (Carter, '9(9).
Alexander .".:reek is a third order stream (Horton, 1945) with a length
of 8 miles and a 14 square rile drainage (Figure 1). Its source is at
680 feet above mean sea level (ms1) and its mouth lies at 420 feet above
msl (Figure 2). The average gradient is 32.5 feet per mile. The collec-
tion site was located in Edmonson County at the Highway 741 bridge, one-
half mile west of Chalybeate, Kentucky, at stream mile 3.5. The station
was approximately 600 yards long, extending 200 yards upstream and 400
yards downstream from the bridge. This reach consisted of a series of
riffles and pools, with a substrate of bedrock, sand and large rocks.
Several cold water springs contributed to the yearly flow. Aquatic vege-
tation was sparse throughout the station. The banks were low and supported
a moderate growth of mosses, mountain laurel, maple, hickory and pinoak
trees with a canopy which shaded the stream from sunlight.
Figure 1. Map of Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, Kentucky, showing






















Figure 2. Longitudinal profiles and locations of collecting sites (A and
B) of Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, Kentucky. Solid line






































fourt.h c)rder -.trean leni7th with
7,4 - ,N Its source at (-7, feet abovt.!
1.1c, at LC'ec above 7'7ure 2). :he mean f7radint
is 11.1 feet per mile. The collection site was located in Butler County
at the Highway 1182 bridre, one mile west of Sugar Crove, Kentucky at
stream mile 4.5. The station extended from 10C yards above to 40C yards
below the bridge. Riffles and small pools alternated with a substrate of
gravel and sandy clay. Fallen trees, rocks and other debris wore present
in the stream. Pasture surface runoff poured over the steep clay banks
adding livestock wastes to the stream. Aquatic vegetation was more diverse
than that of Alexander Creek, including the following genera; Carex sp.,
Eleocharis sp,, cyperus sp., Rumex Si-., Polygonum sp., and Saururus sp.
Sycamore and hackberry trees lined the banks but provided little shade
along the collection site.
Water temperatures in Alexander ranged from 7 C to 23 C, with an
average of 14.5 C, and in Little Muddy from 4.5 C to 23 C, with an average
of 14 C (Figure 3). Dissolved oxygen in Alexander Creek ranged from 8
milligrsms per liter (mg/1) to 12 mg/l, while in Little :luddy it ranged
from 2 mg/1 to 12 mg/1 Figure 4).
Total hardness as CaCO3, total alkalinity as CaCO3 and hydrogen ion
concentration (pH) were also recorded. Both total hardness and total
alkalinity were lower in Alexander than in LIttle ruddy. Hardness ranged
from 77 to 137 m  /I in Alexander, and from 86 to 188 mg/1 in Little Muddy
(Figure 5). Alkalinity ranged from 60 to 120 mg/I in Alexander, and from
86 to 171 mg/1 in Little Muddy (Figure 6). The highest hardness and al—
kalinity concentrations occurred during the early fall and late summer
months. Both streams exhibited a narrow pF range from 7 to 8.3 (Figure 7).
Figure 3. Water temperatures, in degrees Celsius, from Alexander and
Little Auddy Creeks, Kentucky, from September, 1972 through
August, 1973. Solid line represents the fcrner stream; dotted
line represents the latter.
Figure 4. Dissolved oxygen concentrations, in milligrams per liter, in
Alexander and Little :.luddy Creeks, Kentucky. Solid line rep-




















































































Figure 5. Total hardness, n milligrams per liter, in Alexander and Little
nudct.. -;':t7K_s, Kentucky, from September, 1972 tLrough Aucust,
1971. .).Lid line illustrates data from Alexanr Creek, while
illustrates Little Muddy Cree1-1
:igure Mtal alkalinity, in milligrams per liter, in Alexander and
Little Muddy Creeks, Kentucky. Solid line represents Alexander;









































































































































































































































Figure 7. Hydrogen ion concentration (pH) from both study streams. Solid
line represents data from Alexander Creek; dotted line repre—
sents that from Little Muddy.
Figure ,. Water discharge in cubic feet per second (cfs), on Alexander
and Little Muddy Creeks, Kentucky, from September, 1972 through
August, 1973. Solid line represents data from Alexander;
broken line represents Little Muddy data.

Discnarge for both study streams varied considerably ranginF7 from zero
to 84 cubic feet per second (cf.) (Figure 2). Alexander never ceased
its flow due to springs and heavier floodplain vegetation. treins
had a bimodal lischarge pattern with peak flcw peri;14.sit. ::Loer, 197:
and Apri:, 1773. Discharge was 1, fall, September
and October, an tno _z) Jiiy and August.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Physical 
Three physical parameters were determined at each stream immediately
prir to the monthly collections. Discharge was determined by the Ilmbody
flotation method (Welch, 1948) and recorded as cubic feet per second (cfs).
Air and water temperatures were measured with a standard mercury Celsius
thermometer and recorded.
Chemical 
Dissolved oxygen, total hardness, total alkalinity and hydrogen ion
concentration Cp11) were measured prior to each collection with a Hach
chemical kit, !lode: AL-36-WR, and recorded as milligrams per liter (mg/1).
Collecting Techniques 
At least ten fish were collected monthly from each stream from
September, 1972, through August, 1973. A total of 299 teardrop darters,
146 and 153, were taken from Alexander Creek and Little !luddy Creek, res-
pectively. Collections were made with a 15 foot by 6 foot, one-eighth
inch mesh seine. Fish were immediately placed in ice water to retard re-
gurgitation, fixed in 10% formalin, washed in water and preserved in 70%
ethyl alcohol.
Correction Factors 
A correction factor was determined to account for shrinkage in length
and weight of fish due to fixation and preservation. Twenty-three teardrop
darters seined in December, 1972, were placed in jars of ice water and
returned to the laboratory where they were placed briefly in a frost-
free freezer. They were then blotted on paper towels, measured for stan-
dard length (SL), weighed al4.-t to the nearest 0.01 gram (g) and fixed in
105 forralin for one week. They were then rinsed in water, blotted, re-
measured, weighed and placed in 70% ethyl alcohol. After one month they
were blotted, measured and weighed again. Correction factors were deter-
mined as follows:
Live SL = 1.0000 fixed SL = 1.0004 preserved SL
Live weight = 1.1191 fixed W = 1.232B preserved W




To determine gonalal condition of male and ferale teardrop darters,
gonads were excised, blotted on paper toweling and weighed on a Sartorius
electric, single-pan balance. The weights of the gonads were recorded to
the nearest tenth of a milligram (mg) for each specimen. Total gonad
weights were then expressed as percentages of total body weights. These
data were graphed for males and females in Alexander and Little !.!uddy
:reeks.
Development of '-va
Diameters of nature ova were measured to the nearest tenth of a milli-
meter with the aid of a metric rule and dissectinr microscope. Ova diameters
were then correlated with standard length according to methods outlined by
Steel and Torrie (1960).
reeundity
The number of mature ova from all gravid females taken in the study
was determined with the aid of a dissecting microscope. The relationship
between number of ova and standard length was determined with the correla-
tion coefficient test for the total fish taken in the study as well as for
those fish from each study stream.
Spawning Behavior
Several attempts were made to observe the spawning behavior of tear-
drop darters in Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks from February through
!,lay, 1973. Clear plastic water goggles and a snorkel tube were used for
in-stream observations.
Sexual Dimorphisms
All specimens taken in the study were examined for distinctive sexual
differences. Namely, the presence or absence o!' breeding tubercles, varia-
tion of anal papillae and picment distribution and intensity were observed.
Sex Ratios
The Chi-square test was used to determine if sex ratios varied sig-
nifica-tly from the expected 1:1 ratio. This test was applied to all
sexed fish taken in the study as well as to those fish collected from each
stream.
Age and Orowth 
easurement and Weight Techniques
rteasurements and weights were recorded from fixed fish. After a
thorough water bath, fish were blotted on paper towels, measured to the
nearest millimeter of standard length and total length, and total body
weight taken to the nearest 0.01 g on an electric balance.
1 r-
Age Determinations
Age groups of teardrop darters were determined for both Alexander
and Little 7luddy Creeks by standard length frequencies and verified by
scale annuli readings. These data represent 146 darters from Alexander
Creek and 153 from Little Muddy .creek. Length dat • -1.!.ei7e r
monthly groups of one millimeter increments. for annuli anal-
ysis were taken from the left side of the fi7,e, 2-.,Y.; the lateral line at a
point near the origin of the dct.
moved, placed on a glass slid
binocular microscope.
eer, 12: '',cales were re-
he annuli counted with the aid
Growth in Length and Weight
The average standard lengths and body weights of darters at the end
of each year of life were expressed as a percentage of the average stan-
dard lengths and body weights of the oldest age group fish from each stream,
respectively.
Length-weight Pelationship
The relationship between growth in length and weight was determined
by the length-weight equation, W = n, or its logarithmic form, log W =
log a 4- n log SL, where a and n are constants determined from the empirical
data, SL = standard length in mm and W = weight in g. Average weights for
each length increment were back-calculated and the resulting regression
curve plotted against empirical data. This relationship was determined
for males, females, non-sexed and total fish collected, and shown graphically




Coefficients of condition, K = W X 10, were used to express the
SL-
relative rebustness, or condition, of the fish quahtitatively. Average
seasonal coefficients were determined for males, females and all fish in
each stream.
Food Habits
The number and percentage frequency of occurrence of food items found
in the stomachs of six teardrop darters per month (three from each stream)
were determined. Seasonal variation in diets was determined. A reference
collection of benthic organisms was taken from Alexander Creek prior to
this study. Identifications were made wit. the ai of several references
(Needham and Needham, 1962: Penn, 1953: Smith, 195)).
Fin Counts
Dorsal spines, soft-rays, and total dorsal fin elements were recorded
from 299 darters. ALal spines and soft-rays, and pectoral fin rays were
counted on fifteen teardrop darters from each stream. All fin ray counts
were made with the aid of a dissecting microscope according to the methods
of Hubbs and Lagler (1964).
Lateral Line Scale Count
The lateral line scale count included the number of scales along a
horizontal line slightly above the lateral midline of the body in a position
normally occupied by a typical lateral line, as suggested by Hubbs and
Lagler (1964). This count was made on 145 teardrop darters collected from
Alexander Creek and 150 specimens from Little !luddy Creek. Scale counts
wt.re •
hitfr. pres of Ta'..t2ral wrro
Cephalic Lateral Line Canal SyLiten
Five cephalic canal systems were outlined and reproduced with a camera
lucida and the number of pores in each recorded. The names of these canals
follow Hubbs and Cannon (1935) except that preoperculonandibular is substi-
tuted for operculomandibular. Pore counts were made by blowing the canals
dry with tin air jet and floodinr with a 1:1 mixture of ethyl alcohol and
India ink. Canal pores were counted on fifteen darters from each stream.
Reproduction
-2o:.a1 Weight - Body Weight Telationships
:Ionthly gonosomatic ratios 'or 20P darters are shown in Figure 9 and
Table 1. These ratios include data ron 47 females and 33 males from
Alexander Creek, and 71 females and 37 nalcs from Little !tuddy Creek. ",nly
darters with identifiable gonads which weighe'' r1.1 millizran or more were
included.
Ovaries represented a 7reater proportion of body weir' than did testes
at all times -f the year. Ovary valuoc ranged from as low as 0.-)f. to 2
during tho -.on-spawning season to 11.5". during the spawn. Testes repre-
sented from 0.0° to 0.3!" body weight throughout the year. Ovary ratios
from both streams followed a similar annual trend., as did those of the
testes.
In Alexander Creek fish, the first notable ratio increase for ovaries
occurred daring March, '973. This level held through !ay and dropped sharp-
ly in June. Ovaries in Alexander Creek fish accounted for a maximum of
5.8 of body weight, whereas, in ”uddy Creek fish the peak was 11.5"!. In
the latter, however, the peak was recorded one month later in April, then
drorped slightly during !lay, and fell sharply by June.
lonozonatic ratios for nales were bimodal in both strean populations,
peaking in February and arch in Alexander fih, and in larch in '!uddy Cre(
fish. patios decreased in April, but rose again during !lay in Alexander
and June in '!uddy Creek specimens.
Fire 9. Relationship of gonad weight to body weight of male and female
teardrop darters from Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, Kentucky,
from September, 1972 through August, 1973. Solid lines repre-
sent data from Alexander darters; dotted lines represent





Mature or primary cva were first observed in late March in Alexander
fish and in April in Little Muddy darters. The Presence of nature eggs
was observed in both populations through May at which time a total of
twenty-two gravid females had been obtained. No linear relationship exis-
ted between the diameter of nature ova and standard length as indicated by
a correlation coefficient of 1.17 (Table 2).
Of the twenty-two gravid fenales captured, fourteen were corpletinp
their first year of life (five frcm Alexander and nine from :.ittle Muddy),
while the remaining eight, all from Alexander Creek, were completing the
second year (Table 3). aravid females from Alexander ranged from 31 to
38 mm SL (Age Group 0) and from 35 to 4L mm SL (Age Group I). Those from
Little Muddy were smaller (28-35 mm SL) and confined to Age Group 0. Di-
ameters of primary ova in the Age Group 1 Alexander fish averaged 1.73 mm
versus 1.58 run in the older females, with a total range of 1.18 to 2.22 mm
(Table 3). The mean diameter in Little Muddy fish was 1.55 nm with extremes
of 1.30 to 1.84 mm (Table 3). The mean overall primary ova diameter and SL
were 1.57 mn and 35.5 mm, respectively.
1.7e Group 0 fish in Alexander Creek exhibited well-developed primary
ova in late May while Age Group I fish of the sane population had primary
ova by March. Age Group 0 fish from Little Muddy Creek, however had well-
developed ova as early as April.
Appearance of Fry
Fry were first collected on nay 9, 1973, in shallow riffles of Litt'
Muddy Creek. They were 15 mr SL and were a yellow-white (cream) color.
Teardrop darter fry were first seined from Alexander Creek on August 25,
1973, at 21 mm SL.
:ear.ry ova diameters in millimeters and mean number of primary
ova per standard lengtt from teardrop darters of Alexander and
Little Muddy Creeks from Yarch, April and May, 1973. Linr
,-:orrelation coefficients are lelow each column.
SL
Alexander and Little Muddy Mean Ova Number
Diameter Number Alexander Little Muddy
28 1.30 27 27
29 1.71 26 26
30 1.69 24 24
31 1.54 22 17 25
32 1.67 32 32
35 1.41 34 28 37
36 1.75 18 18 m1.00
37 1.83 32 32
38 1.78 24 24
39 1.31 33 33
40 1.72 44 44
42 1.58 25 -)c,,
44 1.18 48 48
r = 0.17 0.53 0.72 0.81
TABLE 3
7iameter (in mm) and number of ova from teardrop darters taken from
Alexander anri Little Mud ,1] -ree'r.s, during spawning season, 1973.
Alexander Little luddy
Age Group 0 Age Group I Age Group 0








































Breeding tubercles were not observed on barbouri specimens. Anal
papillae were absent, but the fleshy area encircling the vent of females
was slightly swollen before, during and after the spawning season, where-
as that of males was not noticeably swollen at any time.
Pigment distribution was similar between the sexes. Teardrop darters
arc light yellow with an orange cast. Brown to black blotches are present
on the dorsum; the head dorsum is darkened. In lateral view the suborbital
bar, the common namesake, varies in both dimension and pigment intensity.
In two young-of-the-year specimens from Little Muddy this bar was barely
noticeable, whereas those from Alexander exhibited prominent, though narrow,
bars. Careful observation confirmed this mark on every specimen. Varying
vertical blotches of black or brown extended laterally. Prominent poster-
iorly in larger fish were four or five lines of lightly pigmented scales
extending laterally. Males during and after the spawning season showed a
tendency toward .larkening, especially in the head and fin fringe areas.
The most conspicuously pigmented male was captured during July, 1973, in
Alexander Creek. The ventrum or the head, the opercle, branchiostegals
and isthmus were dark brown or black. nedian fins, as well as pectoral and
pelvic fins, were more darkly pigmented than those of other fish at any
time of the year. The entire fringe of the anal fin was darkly pigmented.
Several dark blotches marked the ventral half of the spincus dorsal fin.
The remaining area of the dorsal fin and caudal fin were banded vertically
with light orange spots. The pelvics were nearly black as Was the ventral
third of the pectorals. TI-e dorsal two-thirds of the pectorals were a uni-
form gray. A few other large males from both streams exhibited the dark-
ened anterio-ventral area and pelvic fins.
Sex Ratios
For sex determination, gonads were excised from 768 teardrop darters,
136 and 132 fron Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, respectively. In both
streams more females were collected than males; namely 76:(0 in Alexander
Creek and 74:58 in Little Muddy Creek. The Chi-square test, when applied
to these data at the 0.05 level of probability, showed no significant de-
parture from the expected 1:1 ratio.
In this study the gonos,-)matic ratio was used to outline reproductive
development and subsequent spawning. Male teardrop darters in Alexander
Creek were ripe as early as February while those in Little Muddy were ripe
by March. Uexander Creek females reached their peak ratios in March,
one month earlier than their Little Muddy counterparts, and they apparent-
ly concluded their spawn in May. Little Muddy darters spawned from the
last week of April through the last week of lay, 1973, as indicated by the
sharp decline of female gonosomatic ratios from May to June. Water temp-
eratures from March through May in Alexander and Little Muddy were 12-15.5
C and 12.5-15.5 C, and rising.
According to Lake (1936), fantail darters (Catonotus) deposited eggs
from the first week of April to the first week of June, peaking by May 15,
in 63-68 F (17.1-19.9 C) water in New York. Karr (1964) reported that fan-
tail darters reach a spawning peak during May in Iowa. Scalet (1973)
found that the gonads of orangebelly darters reached maximum development
during March, April and 'lay in Oklahoma. Winn (1958a) further reported
that :theostoma (1:locentra) spp. from the Green and Barren Rivers spawned
In early April through mid-'!ay. The slough darter spawns in late May and
early June in southern Illinois (Braasch and Smith, 1967).
Primary ova development began nearly two months earlier in older
Alexander females than in those nearing the end of their first year of
life. Young females developed primary ova at a faster rate than did their
L!er1%ce both i7roupf• ai,Iarently srawnei luring 7!sy. A
• rela.r.s';i. ler„ween rate of egg -a:,4ratioa and age or fish was
eeporte for the slough darter. Winn (1958a)
• •
stated t. -aeral, yearlIn,- females of most or all the (darterl
species r i. laaor than the '...1der females."
"11,, abseaee of gravid fenales older than one year in Little 'tuddy
nay be explaia-1 by a short life span since only one two-year-old tear-
drop darter was captured in this stream during the twelve-month period,
it bein.7: a male L(. m- CL. ixr. (195'a) noted that several darter species
exhibit a reproductive migration seeaing deeper waters or different hab-
itat. While this could have been the case explaining the absence of Age
Groups I,tr.a II in the Little Muddy population, it was not observed. How-
ever, this was not the case in the Alexander population as its reproduc-
tive compasition lid not change durinv the sawn.
The nunber cf prinary ova found in teardrop darters is low compared
to the number found in fantail darters by Karr (1964). Although fantail
darters are larger than teardrop darters, the number of primary eggs in
the former is greater by nearly a factor of four.
Correlation coefficients for inlividual populations indicate that
longer fish produce a larger number of nature eggs than do shorter fish.
Very little published inrornation was available dealing with the
spawning behavior of Etheostoma darters (Lake, 121(; Winn, 1958a,b; Mount,
1959; Braaseh and Smith, 1967; Scalet, 1973). Of these, only Lake (1936)
and Winn (1958a,b) dealt with a darter of the sere subgenus, Catonotus, as
that of E. barbouri. They both reported that male fantail darters, follow-
ing a migration to spawning grounds and preparation of a spawning site
S.
leeleath a rock, are joined by females, h, wJ ie inverte:3- deposit ergs
in a single layer en the underside ef the reek. Winn 1 '73a) renorted that
following spawning, the female leaves the male te ear- fcr the eggs directly,
by rubbing them with the dorsal fins, and Indirectly by guarding his terri-
tory against predators. A similar behavior pattern, based Jn field obser-
vations in this study, may typify that of teardrop darters, including a mi-
graion and selection of the underside of rocks for sT;awning sites.
Lake (1936) reported that "although usually , luslve and shy, the fan-
tailed [sic] darters during the breeding season are f-,a approached.
Often the male may be touched with the extended fin i7er lef--_,re he :rill de-
sert the nest." This behavior is similar to that of :. barbouri re7orted
above.
Ainn (1958a) reported ". . . flattened and flowerlike . . ." female
urogenital papillae ,Ire related to the reproductive habits of the complex
inverted spawners like E. (Boleosoma) nigrum Rafinesque, E. (Poecilichthys)
maculatun Kirtland, and E. (Catonotus) flabellare Pafinesque. Such a con-
dition is the case in the teardrop darter. The coloration of male tear-
drop darters in this study differed slightly from that reported by Kuehne
and Small (1971) in that the pelvics of several males were darkened as were
the ventrum of the head, the opercle, branchiostegals and the isthmus.
Bennett (1971) reported that in fish more males than females are pres-
ent as young-of-the-year, but that in older fish the females are predominant
indicating that males die off faster than females. Karr (1064), however,
found only male fantail darters to live through the fourth annulus formation.
In this study, it was noted that males were the predominant older fish, with
very few females surviving to the second birthday. Perhaps the older fe-
males were present in the streams but were rare and more secluded than
males, in
females considering the s7laal nun or rish chosen f*r the study.
Age and -Growth
Age :eterminations
The length frequency distribution (Figures 10, 11, 12) indicated three
age groups of darters-0, I, II. Ace Group C consisted of fish which were
completin, their first year of life in April. All fish in this group, ex-
cept those from March and April, lacked an annulus. Age Group I included
all fish with one annulus which were completing their second year of life
in April. Darters of Age Group II n annuli) were present in the collec-
tions from 7-ay through August. This oldest ace croup was well represented
in Alexander Creek, while only one such specimen was collected from Little
!luddy Creek. When length data of loth stream populations were conbined in
a length frequency graph (Figure 12), no overlap was apparent between the
age groups within the monthly collections. Throughout the year, however,
there was slight length overlap between age grouns.
Scale annuli reading verified the age groups obtained with length fre-
quency. Replacement scales were prevalent in the area 'esignated for scale
samples, but readable scales were always obtained. Annuli were distinguished
at 100X magnification in the anterior field only by the crowding of circuli.
Cutting-over was not a reliable sigp of annulus formation. The tine of
annulus formation variad with the ace croups. By reading scales of fish
collected from January through ':ay, it was possible to determine that the
first annulus of Age Group C fish was eompleted by the last week of ?arch.
For Age Group I, however, it was necessary to examine scales of fish col-
lected throughout the year. Annuli in the latter croup were completed by
Figure 10. Length frequencies of teardrop darters from Alexander Creek,
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Figure 11. Length frequencies of teardrop darters from Little Muddy
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Figure 12. Combined length frequencies of teardrop darters from Alexander
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the last week of nay. In this study, hatching apparently occurr 1
during nay. To avoid confusion, April was arbitrarily set as the month
to terminate Age Groups 0 and 7.
Growth in Length
Teardrop darters seined in this study range l in from rIn (7,1 tt7e
Muddy Creek) to 47 mm (both streams). Enaller teardrop darters (7
mm, 19 mm = TL) were removed fron the stomachs of two darters sein.
during late nay in Little nuddy ('reek.
The mean maximum standard lengths (MMSL) for Age Group 1 fish in each
stream were obtained from specimens collected in April. A corresponding
value for Age Group I fish in Alexander Creek was also obtained from fish
seined in April. That from Little nuddy Age Groul 7 fish, however, repre-
sented the mean length of Age Group I in the arc. collection, since this
group was not present in the April collection. rhe !TLSL of Age Group II was
best represented by the July specimens in Alexander Creek, and the single
Group II specimen (nay) in Little nuddy Creek.
The mean maxima for Age Group 0, I and TI (Table h, Figure 13), there-
fore, were 29.2, 39.5 and 44.5 mm, versus 31.2, /42.3 and 46.0 run, for
Alexander and Little noddy Creeks, respectively. When the mean maximum
SL of Age Group II was considered as 1015 of lifetime growth in length,
darters in Alexander had attained nearly (65 of lifetime length as Age
Group 0, versus about 635 in Little Muddy Creek. Fish of Age Group T
had attained about 395 and 92r! of the lifetime SL maxima in each stream,
respectively. Standard length gains (Increments) of fish in Age Groups 1,
I and II represented about 66, 235, and 11f7 versus 685, 24!' and 87' in
Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, respectively.
TABLE 14
Growth in length as mean maximum standard length by age groups of
teardrop darters from Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks,














MMSL gain (increment) 29.2 10.3 5.0
MMSL increment/44.5 X 100 65.65 23.2' 11.2%
Little Muddy Creek
MMSL 31.2 42.3 46.0
Ams:./46.0 )( loo 67.8% 91.95 100.0%
MMSL gain (increment) 31.2 11.1 3.7
MMSL increment/46.0 X 100 67.8% 24.1% 8.1%
Figure 13. Mean maximum standard length and mean maximum standard length
gain (dotted line), in millimeters, of teardrop darters col-
lected in Alexander (A) and Little .111(1dy (B) Creeks, Kentucky,




One teardrop darter in Alexander Creek (May) weighed 1.86 grams (g),
wnile one from Little Muddy Creek (March) weighed 1.72 g. These were the
heaviest and longest (47 mm EL) fish collected throughout this study; both
were approximately two years old.
Mean maximum total weights (MMTW) of Age Group C in each stream were
determined from April specimens. That of Age Group I in Alexander Creek
was taken from April darters, but from March darters in Little Muddy Creek.
The MMTW of Age Group II was determined by averaging the weights of those
in the May collections in each stream, and was referred to as the life-
time MMTW.
The MMTW of Age Group 0, I and II (Table 5, Figure 14) were 0.41, 1.08
and 1.45 g in Alexander, versus 0.52, 1.33 and 1.55 g in Little Muddy Creek.
Thus, as Age Group 0, teardrop darters in Alexander Creek had reached only
285 of their lifetime MMTW, and as Age Group I, they had reached nearly
75!f of the lifetime MMTW. In Little Muddy Creek they had reached nearly
34% and 86% of the lifetime :,2tI14 during the same interval.
Darters gained 0.67 and 0.37 g as Age Group I and II in Alexander
Creek, versus gains of C.81 and 0.22 g by Little Muddy Creek fish. These
gains represent about 46 and 265, and :2 and 145 of the lifetime MMTW in
Alexander and Little Muddy Creek fish.
Length-weignt Relationship
Length-weight equations for males, females, non-sexed and total num-
ber of fish collected from each stream were determined as:
ALEXANDEP
Males (60)
W = 1.088 x 
10-530.095
TABLE 5
Growth in weight as mean maximum total weight by age groups of
teardrop darters from Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks,







MMTW/1.45 X 100 28.3% 74.5% 100.0%
MMTW gain (increment) .41 .67 .37
MMTW increment/1.45 X 100 28.3% 46.2% 25.5%
Little Muddy Creek
MMTW .52 1.33 1.55
M1TW1.55 X 100 33.5% 85.85 100.0%
MMTW gain (increment) .52 .81 .22
T1T4 increment/1.55 X 100 33.5% 52.3% 14.2%
Figure 14. Mean maximur total weight and mean maximum total weight gain
(dotted line), in grams, of teardrop darters from Alexander
(A) and Little Muddy (B) Creeks, collected from September,




.0(,314 + 3.097, :or
7,-mal,,s (7()
- = (3: x
log T = -5.7071 + 3.243 log SL
:7z:n-sexed Fish (10)
W = 0.033 x 10-5 SL4'178
or
log W = -6.4813 + 4.178 log SL
All Fish (1)46)
W = x 10-5E71,3 
.196
or






log W = -4.0714 + 3.090 lop SL
Females ‘74)
W = 2.!_197 x 10-5SL2'792
or
106 W = -i.53l + 2.792 log SL
Non-sexed Fish (21)
-5 ..-).640
W = 3.009 x 10 S,
or
log W = -4.4080 + 2.640 lop SL
TABLE 6
Calculated and empirical weights per standard length increment of all
teardrop darters collected from Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks,
Kentucky, from September, 1972 through August, 1973.
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15 - .05 .05 3
18 .08 n7.J. 1 .38 .08 1
19 - .10 .09 6
20 - - -- - .11 .10 2
21 .13 .13 1. .13 .12 7
22 .15 .13 8 .15 .15 6
23 .17 .16 11 .17 .17 6
24 .19 .21 9 .20 .19 6
25 .22 .22 11 .22 .21 4
26 .25 .26 8 -
27 -- - .28 .27 6
.31 .34 c. .31 .32 8
2 .35 .38 3 .35 .37 7
3 .39 .4r ,
.4._ • I. 143 ..-) 3
32 .1.8 .50 3 .47 .52 4
33 .53 .53 3 .51 .53 lo
34 •59 .56 7 .56 .58 8














36 .70 .66 11 .(7 .62 6
37 .77 .76 10 .73 .70 1-
36 .84 .79 6 .79 .75 8
39 .91 .87 9 .85 .80 10
40 .96 1.05 .z_, .92 .64 5
41 1.07 1.19 1 .99 .87 4
42 1.15 1.30 3 1.07 1.08 5
43 1.24 1.16 8 1.15 .94 2
44 1.34 1.36 4 -- -
45 1.43 1.35 1 -
46 1.54 1.27 1 3..41 1.55 2
47 1.65 1.86 1 1.50 1.72 1
Figure 15. Relationship between standard length (mm) and total weight
(g) of all teardrop darters from Alexander Creek and Little
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W = 1.284 Y 11-5'7•1"
or
log W = -4.9916 + 3.031 log :71,
regression coefficients given above and curves of tL regressions for
all fish from each stream (Table 6, Figure 15) indicated that the length-
weight relationship varied slightly among the different populations. These
coefficients for 146 and 153 teardrop darters from Alexander and Little
Muddy Creeks were above 3; thus, as populations, these darters became heavier
as their length increased than they would have if weight had increased
the cube of standard length.
There were, however, differences in this relationship between males,
females and nen-sexed fish (Tables 7, 6, Figures 16, These were evi-
dent between populations and within populations. The regression exponent,
"n" for example, for 6) males from Alexander Creek, was 3.095, and 3.090
for 58 males from Little :luddy Creek. While the value for 7( Alexander
females was 3.243, that of 74 :,ittle Muddy females was 2.792. Thus, the re-
gression coefficients of male populations differed only slightly, while
those of female populations indicated noticeably different lenzth-weight
relationships. Non-sexed Alexander fish (11) had a regression coefficient
of 4.178, trit "n" was 2.640 for the corresponding group (21 fish) from
Little Muddy Creek. The length-weight regression, then, varied considerably
between the two populations of non-sexed fish also. There wa2 also varia-
tion in "n" among males and females and non-sexecl fish within each popula-
tion.
TABLE 7
Eilculated and empirical weights per standard length increment of male,
female and non-sexed teardrop darters collected from Alexander Creek,







Emp. W Emp. W Cal c. W Emp. W
18 .o6 .C7
21 .12 .14 2 .11 .11
22 .16 .14 3 .14 .13 3 .13 .12
23 .18 .16 2 .17 .16 7 .16 .16 2
24 .20 .21 6 .19 .20 2 .19 .21 1
25 .23 .23 3 .22 .21 7 .23 .27 I
26 .26 .28 3 .25 .24 4 .27 .30 I
28 .33 .36 2 .31 .33 3
29 .37 .38 3
30 .41 .40 2
31 .45 .47 1 .44 .48 3
32 .50 .52 1 .48 .48 2
33 .55 .61 1 .53 .48
34 .60 .58 2 .59 .56 5
35 .65 .70 1 .65 .61 8
36 .71 .67 3 .71 .68 8
37 .78 .71 2 .77 .77 8
38 .84 .75 1 .84 .Bo 5
39 .91 .87 7 .92 .90 2






Emp. W W Emp. W N Calc. W Emp. W N
41 1.07 1.19 1
42 1.15 1.31 2 1.16 1.28 1
43 1.24 1.16 7 1.26 1.17 '
44 1.33 1.33 3 1.36 1.44 ,.,
45 1.42 1.35 1
46 1.53 1.27 1
47 1.63 1.86 1
TABLE 8
alculated and empirical weights per standard length increment of male,
female and non-sexed teardrop darters collected from Little Muddy







NEmp. W W Ep. W Cale. W Lmp. W
15 .05 .05
18 .08 .08 1
19 .11 ..,.A. -n 1 .09 .09 5
20 .11 .11 2
21 .13 .11 1 .12 .12 6
22 .15 .16 1 .16 .16 2 .14 .14 3
23 .17 .17 0, .18 .17 3
24 .20 .19 3 .21 .20 2 .17 .17 1
25 .22 .26 1 .23 .20 3
27 .28 .27 4 .29 .28 2
28 .32 .29 2 .32 .33 ,(;
29 .35 .34 4 .35 .40 3
30 .39 .37 1 .39 .51 0,_
31 .43 .47 1 .42 .52 2
32 .48 .56 1 .46 .51. 3
33 •..,..) -., .58 4 .50 .50 6
34 .58 .65 2 .55 .56 6
35 .63 .74 1 .59 .66 7
36 .69 .66 1 .64 .62 5






Emp. Emp. W Cale. W Exnp.W N
38 .81 .85 3 .75 .69 5
39 .88 .84 5 .80 .77 5
40 .95 .88 3 .86 .78 2
41 1.03 .89 3 .92 .79
12 1.11 1.08 5
43 1.19 .94 :„.
46 1.47 1.55
47 1.57 1.72 1
Figure 16. Relationship between standard length and total weight of male
and female teardrop darters from Alexander Creek, Kentucky,
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Pigure 17. Relationship between standard length and total weight of male
and female teardrop darters from Little Muddy Creek, Kentucky,
collected September, 1972 through August, 1973.
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Coefficient or flondition
Average coefficient.; ef .:enditi)n for all fish in each Jtream ('able
) indicated that the overall c-,nlition factor for Alexander r',..e01.
was slightly hijier than that of Little ruddy Creek fish.
al coefficients followed a si,nilar trend in both streams; fish taken in the
fall months of September, '..cteler and November, and those taken in sr
(larch, April, lay), yielded the lowest and highest conrlition factors,
respectively. Winter and summer values were intermediate.
Seasonal condition factors for males versus fenalcs (Table 9) ex-
cluded non-sexed fish (10 in Alexander and 21 in Little Audd,, ). The only
seaon in which condition factors were similar In both streams was spring,
the spawning season, when those of females were higher than the nal( val-
ues.
Average condition factors determined for each age group (Table 2) in-
dicated that fish of Age Group II consistently had the highest . values.
The length ranges representing age groups from each monthly collection
did not overlap and teardrop darters in this study had a short life span.
sufficient numbers of teardrop darters were collected monthly to represent
each _Ice group in the two populations. These were key prerequisites for the
use of length frequencies to determine age (Lag'er, 177r). In addition, the
i:sentification of annuli verified the length frequencies.
Literature found pertaining to age and growth of Catonotus species was
limited to that of Karr (1964) and Lake (19/6), both of which dealt with
the fantail darter, E. flabellare. Age and growth differences were evi-
dent between these two snecies, even though within the same subgenus.
Sore male fantail darters survived into the fourth year while no females
were found with a fourth annulus (Tarr, 12(;4). Although no teardrop darters
TATiL;'
:an coefficients of condition of teardrop darters from Alexander and
Little :.luddy Creeks, Kentucky, by seasons, sexes and age groups.










Fall 1.268 1.278 1.284 1.232 1.312 1.261
(44) (10) (29) (34) (11) (20)
Winter 1.439 1.469 1.407 1.371 1.316 1.405
(37) (18) (16) (40) (15) (25)
Spring 1.728 1.698 1.761 1.650 1.646 1.669
(36) (17) (17) (37) (20) (14)
Summer 1.445 1.477 1.410 1.367 1.402 1.403
(29 (15) (14) (42) (12) (15)
1973 1.31., '20)
Age Group 0 1.414 (5e) 1.469 (52)
Age Group I 1.485 (70) 1.399 (80)
Age Group II 1.542 (12) 1.593 (1)
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expected, younger fish grew loneer ':han cider fish daring th,= sr-.e
Ime interval. Teardrop darters from both slreans gained lent: at nearl:,
the sane rates through time, although Alexander fish grew slightly faster
ng the tine from for7...tion of the second annulus to death.
Daring the first two years of life Alexander fish not z.nly were shorter,
btt weighed cpasideraLl:' less, than *heir little uddy eounterprts.
ever, during the remainder of lif, Alexander fish added greater increments
Length ael weicet thi ',hose of Litle Creek. ra.rtherrore, darters
from Alexander outlived t',1qe of Little ruddy Creel-. :lased on fantail darter
data, Karr (.19(4) postulated that faster-growl-1g fish are shorter-lived
than the slower-growing fi.h. This hypothesis may explain the condition
observed in teardrop darters of '.1exander and Little '!uddy Creeks.
Since form and specific gravity of fish are not constant throughout
life, instances in which the cube law re:ationshi-, between length and weight
exist are the exceptions (7.loyce, 1072). The exponents "n" of the length-
weight equations for teardrop darters had values other than 3, and indicated
allometric growth (Richer, 1971). Pegression coefficients differed, not
only between the two stream populations, but also among males, females and
non-sexed fish within each stream. P.ounsefell and rverhart (1953) explain
that length-weight data will vary among fish of differLng age, sex, season
and other environmental factors. In addition, the small numbers of non-
sexed fish might have accounted for some of the variation in regression co-
efficients between those two croups.
The eeefficients cf conliticn will chance with seascn, Sc:' and age
(Lacier, l95(.). Geefficients fcr fish from each stream indicated Alexander
teardrop darters to be slightly more plump or better fit thar. those in Little
'!uady. The low fall coefficients might reflect the lowered food avail-
ability during that season, while high spring factors resulted from heavier
prespawn feeding during a period of high availability of food, and the con-
committant gonadal developrent. The effect of gonad development was sup-
ported by the fact that both the gonosomatic ratios an0 condition factors
for females were higher during spring than those of males. In addition,
Age Group II fish from each stream had noticeably higher condition factors
than -lid younger teardrop darters.
Food Eabits
Digestive tracts of '2 teardrop darters ranging from 15 to 47 mm F7T,
were excised and their contents examined. Five percent of the stomachs
examined were empty; all others contained organism remains. While detritus
was present in some stomachs, it did not form an appreciable amount of the
total volume. The diet of the teardrop darter was qualitatively essentially
the same in the two study strears (Tables 1? and 11). Gladocerans repre-
sented the most abundant food taxon observed occurring in Uexander Creek
fish. Chironomids and copepod!, were the most abundant forms commcn to
fish from both streams and represented the only two taxa to occur throughout
the year in both streams. Generally speaking, Alexander Creek fish con-
tained more individuals of each taxon than did Little !,•.d.dy Creek fish.
f'ize Preference
Digestive tracts of 21 fish, 15 to 29 mm h, contained only eleven
taxa, while those of the two larger groups, 30 to 39 (11 fish) and 40 to
TABLE 10
Seasonal food habits of teardrop darters from Alexander Creek, Kentucky,
by numerics and percent frequency of occurrence methods.
Number of empty stomachs in parentheses.
Fall Winter S. ring Sur
Total number of












































































Cyclopidae 14 63 9 50 15 75 i6 22
nauplii 2 13
Cladocera 2 25 245 40 c. 2 11








ln.,., 13Fish 11 11
* *
Total number of organisms of a particular taxon.
Number of digestive tracts with a particular taxon X 100
Total number of digestive tracts
TABLE 11
Seasonal food habits Df te7trl. from it e• ,• Creek,
Kentucky, by hamerlcal r-rcent frequeticy ocz..Irrence
methods. NunLer of empty stomachs in parentheses.
Fall Winter Sprinz Summer
Total number of




































































nauplii ,_ -) 10
Cladocera 19 30 ,_ -, 25
Isopoda
Asellidae
Lirceus sp. 3 10 .1_ 1
Oligochaeta 10
Percidae
... barbouri-fry 3 .-e-)_
Total number of organisms of a particular taxon.
** Number of digestive tracts with a particular taxon X 100
Total number of digestive tracts
r
(rm fish), cuntainei 17 t:_xa cac'-. /Table 1L). T. •.••,r •••eC




During the alit= ronthz of reptember, mctober ana Jovemter, the chief
taxa ingested in both streans were aquatic dipterans, mayflies, copepods,
cladoccrans and digenetic trematodes (Tables 10 and 11). Copepods and
dipteran larvae were the most prevalent forms, respectively. Diptera were
most numerous in Alexander Creek fish while copepods were more aL,Indant in
Little 'caddy fish.
The number of individual food organisms, number of feod organism taxa
and the percentage frequency Df occurrence of organisms in gut contents
increased in fish from both strcars larin 'he winter months (De?ember,
January, -ebruary) (Tables 10 ard 11). In addition to dipterans, mayflies,
copepods and cladocerans, caddisfly larvae were eaten by fish in both
stream:. One beetle larva and 13 trematodes were observed in Alexander
:reek darters while one stonefly larva was found in a Little :buddy Creek
specimen.
During the spring, the number of food organisms, number of fool organ-
ism taxa and percentage frequency of occurrence continued to increase gen-
erally in Alexander Creek fish, but slightly decreased in Little -uddy fish.
In Alexander Creek fish beetle larvae disappeared while stonefly larvae,
leeches and freshwater clams appeared in the diet. In Little *luddy Creek
fish, caddisfly larvae and cladocerEL,s disappeared while sowbugs and oligo-
chaetes appeared. In general, the dietary composition of Little "uddy
Creek darters decreased from winter to spring.
TABLE 12
.umber of food items by taxon per length group of all teardrop darters
in Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, Kentucky,
collected September, 1972 through August, 1973.
Length :.iroups J'ish) 15-29 (21) 30-3g (31) 4o-47 (20)
Diptera (pupae) 24 5
Chironomidae 95 a 190
Ceratopogonidae 3 6 17





Heptageniidae _ .., 5 17
















Cladocera 79 437 189
:able %uel


















In the summer months, the composition decreased markedly in Alexander
Creek and somewhat less in Little Iluddy fish. anly dipterans, caddisflies
and copepods were common in the diet of both stream fishes. Cladocerans
were present only in Alexander fish while mayflies and sowbugs were present
only in Little Muddy fish.
Population levels, rates of growth and condition of fish are at least
partially determined by their food habits (Lagler, 1956), so biologists
have developed several means of studying them. This study employs the
numerical and percentage frequency of occurrence methods (Lagler, 1956 and
Rounsefell and Everhart, 1953). Lagler (1956) further stated that the
chief ". . . limitation of the iiiiimerical7 method lies in the obvious fact
that the organism occurring in largest numbers need not necessarily consti-
tute the most important fooditem," while the frequency of occurrence can
be biased by the accumulation of digestion-resistant food items.
Regurgitation often accompanies retrieval of fish samples from the
study area. Turner (1955) observed that live specimens when placed direct-
ly in 105 formalin often regurgitated stomach contents. Doxater (1963)
used ice water to prevent regurgitation. He noted that the use of formalin,
which is a common practice, is detrimental to stomach analyses since 5 to
305 of food is regurgitated, while fish stunned in ice water and then fixed
in formalin showed no signs of regurgitation. Consequently, ice water was
used in this study to retard regurgitation.
Teardrop darters were otserved to be carnivorous throughout life.
Detritus was observed in both young and old fish, but it was rare and be-
lieved accidentally ingested during feeding. Different food habits be-
tween young and old teardrop darters were probably limited by the ability
to ingest a particular size of prey organism and the volume capacity of
•=,
stenne'es. The di:estiee traets of yeung (1'7to 2 mm :7,) were re-
stricted primarily to copepods, cladocerans sael small chirononids, while
thcee of t:ee larger fish contaiaea a greater nurber of prey organisns of
small and large sizes. Hynes (1 -) pointed eat that ". . . ft statisti-
cally significant increase in the size of prey taken as the fish crows. . ."
is a freneral phenomenon In several fish groups, darters included. Durire7
a large individual from Alexander Creek contained sand associated with
a mass of ten fish eggs which resembled teardrop darter eggs. Cannibalism
was evident in late :lay in Little !!udly Creek when two darters at 35 mm
SL (male and female) contained three teardrop darter fry (T:, = 10 mm, 10 mn,
7 mm). Karr (19 14) found nearly 1005 of the food items in stomachs of fan-
tail darters to be animal, of which 93' were insects. The most numerous
food items of teardrop darters yore cladocerans, chirononids, cyclopids,
simuliids, digenetic trenatodes, baetids, nlayflies ani ceratopoconids, re-
spectively. Although cladocerans and copepods were first and third numer-
ically, teardrop darters more frequently contained chirononid midge larvae
as indicated by their frequency of occurrence.
Winter and spring months were the periods of heaviest feedinr, but
teardrop darters continued to feed in the summer and fall.
in Little Muddy Creek when discharge was nil, water tennerature high
and dissolved oxygen content very low (fall), feeding was subdued, but not
terminated. At that tine copepoas and cladocerans replaced chirononids as
the chief food items. According to PeeeaL (2.2!) cladocerans are not con-
non in swift streams and brooks, '7ut where present, ttey nay have no, one,
or two population maxima lur;ng he year, and sammer populatioes are usually
very low. In both streams of this study, digestive tracts were essentially
void of cladocerans in the summer, but cladocerans were ingested during the
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other seasons. In both streams during the  r, chironomids had their
second highest percentage frequency of occurrence. Thus, teardrop darters




Dorsal spines were VII to X in each stream population, while dorsal
soft-rays ranged from 9 to 14 in Alexander fish and 3 to 15 in Little
:iuddy fish. In the former population, total dorsal fin rays ranged fro:r.
17 to 23 with a mean of 20.45, while the latter were 16 to 24 with an
average of 21.47 (Table 13).
Anal spines were II in Alexander Creek fish, while those in the
Little :!uddy population were I or II, with a strong mode of II. Anal
soft-rays were 8 or 9 in the former population, but varied from 8 to 11
in the latter group (Table 13).
Both populations exhibitel strong nodes of 12 for pectoral fin rays
(Table 13). Thus rays in Alexander Creek fish were 11 or 12, while the
range in Little specimens was 11 to 13.
Lateral Line Scale Counts
The total number of scales along the lateral line (Table 14) ranged
from 35 to 46 in Alexander Creek fish and 34 to 50 in Little !.luddy Creek
fish. The means were 40.95 and 43.45, respectively. Pored lateral line
scales (Table14) ranged from C to 12 in Alexander Creek fish and 0 to 15
in Little luddy Creek fish. The mode of this trait was 0 in each popula-
tion with means of 4.09 and 5.69, respectively.
TABLE 13
Fin ray counts of teardrop darters from Alexander and Lf_ttle
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TABLE 14
Lateral line scale and pore counts of teardrop darters from Alexander and Little !luddy Creeks,
Kentucky, collected September, 1972 through August, 1973.
Scales in Lateral Line
34 35 36 39 40 41 42 43 44 I2.. 46 14 48 la Lo_ N x
A* 3 3 5 8 19 25 26 16 1). 16 9 1 145 40.95
*• 1 1 2 2 3 6 6 14 16 22 23 17 14 10 9 1 3150143.145
_
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**
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Cephalic Lateral Line Canal System
The position of the cephalic canals and their respective pores were
illustrateu (Figure 18) and pore distributions were tabulated (Table 15).
Infraorbital canals were incomplete, with anterior and posterior portions
separate. Anterior and posterior infraorbital pores were 3 and 1 to 2 in
Alexander Creek fish versus 3 to 4 and 0 to 2 in Little Muddy specimens.
Supratemporal canals were always interrupted with two pores in Alexander
Creek fish and one or two pores in Little Muddy Creek fish. Lateral pores
were 5 or 6 in the former population, but were reduced to 4 or 5 in Little
Muddy fish. Supraorbital canal pores ranged from 4 to 6 (usually 5) in each
population. A median coronal pore joined the supraorbital canals in each
specimen. Preoperculomandibular canals on each side of the fish were sep-
arate, and were also disjunct from tile above canals. Their pores in
Alexander fish ranged from 8 to 10 with an average of 9.13, while those in
Little Muddy specimens were 9 to 11 and averaged 9.27.
Counts of selected meristic components, or ". . . the number of elements
in serially repeated characters. . ." (Barlow, 19t1), were utilized herein
in an attempt to better understand the biology of the teardrop darter.
Several papers were useful for a better understanding of meristic charac-
ters and their variation (Barlow, 1961; Branson, 1961; Harrington, 1955;
Reno, 1966). Intraspecific meristic deviations, especially in isolated
populations, are apparently due to the complex integration of adaptive
genetic changes with environmental differences (Barlow, 1961).
Several environmental factors may affect meristic numbers. Water
temperature affects the rate of metabolism and has been often cited. There
is good correlation between cooler temperature and higher meristic counts.
and warmer temperature and lower meristic counts, presumably due to the
Figure 18. Diagram of cephalic lateral line canals and pores of teardrop
darters visible in (A) dorsal ana (B) lateral views. Head of
male teardrop darter (142 mm SL) taken from Little 7.!uddy Creek,
Kentucky, November, 1972.
A. Shows 5 lateral (Lat), 2 supratemporal (ST), 5 supraorbital
(SO) and 3 + I infraorbital (IC) canal pores.
B. Shows 5 lateral, 2 supratemporal, 3 + 1 infraorbital and 9
preoperculomandibular (OM) canal pores.

TABLE
Distribution of pores in the cephalic lateral line canal system in teardrop darters from Alexander and
Little :liddy Creeks, Kentucky, collected September, 1972 through August, 1973.
Infraorbital Canal Supratemporal Lateral
Anterior Pores Posterior Pores
1 2 N_ x 4 5_ _ 6 _ i_3 4 N x 0 1_ 2 i_
A* 15 15 3.00 11 4 15 1.27 15 15 2.00 1 3 2 15 5.13
B** 12 3 15 3.20 1 11 3 15 1.13 1 14 15 1.93 1 14 15 4.93
Supraorbital Preoperculomandibular
6 8 9
A 1 11 3 15 5.13 2 9 4 15 9.13
1 1 15 5.00 12 2 1 15 9.27
* Alexander Creek fish
** Little Muddy Creek fish
.27N,
effect if retar...!atl aceleratioa of c develoi :ental rate. 7alinity
and oxygea nay a:se :ontrel te developrental rate arlcw, Asnar-nt-
ly tbe r-eristic elements are plastic 01 durin,7 a slor" "ceesitive" reriod
in the egg or fry (Barlow, 1961).
"eristic differences Ietween the two isolated teardrop lartcr r.:p-
ulations in this study were apparent. Fin ray counts for each population
were very similar, however, Alexander Creek specimens exhibited narrower
ranges in the numbers of dorsal soft-rays (thus total dorsal rays), anal
spines and soft-rays, and pectoral fin rays, than did Little Muddy Creek
fish. The Alexander population also exhibited narrower ranges and de-
pressed means for total lateral line scales and pored lateral line scales
than did Little Muddy specimens. In addition the Alexander population was
characterized by less variation in the number of cephalic canal pores,
even though the modal number of pores for each canal was the same in each
population.
Some differences existed between the neristic data from this study
and that reported earlier. Counts of total lateral line scales from 
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teardrop darters from Alexander Creek in this study revealed a 
depressed
mean of 40.95 when compared to counts by Kuehne and Small (1971) 
who re-
ported 60 teardrop darters from the Green-Nolin river drainage to 
average
44.71. By contrast, the mean of total lateral line scales in Little 'Faddy
specimens was nearly identical to that reported by Kue'ine and 7mall (1971)
for Barren 7iver darters, but the range for this character varied widely
between the two reports. Vile the range of pored lateral line scales 
in
Alexander Creek fish was similar to that reported by Kuehne and nall 
(1971)
or the Green-Nolin drainage, the range from the Little Muddy 
population
was 'tore Incl4Live that 7,arren :dyer forms. Perhans the
:ost notable interr.0 an.tional difference was in th‘z average number of
ore latera 7ine scal_eF. in the Little !luddy Creek forms (R = 5.4. 9) versus
that reperted e?1-2I,Isr for darters in the Barren P.Iver drainage = 2.10).
The Interpopulational meristic lifferences reported above are sugges-
tive of isolating mechanisms which prevent successful gene flow. Such bar-
:-iers may include the Green River, or the subterranean aspect known of
Alexander Creek near its mouth. Zorach (1068), however, reported uniform
meristic characters for orangefin darters, Etheostoma  from the green
-.TIver versus Barren River drainages, and suggested :.ne ". . . absence of
barriers to gene flow within the species." Perhaps F. helium is better
adapted, than is -. barbouri, to the rigors of migration in large rivers.
in a meristic study of the greenthroat darter, Etheostoma leOdue,,
Strawh (1961) found that meristic counts were the result of a particular
environment acting on the genotype and time and place of egg deposition.
Since some counts were plastic after the larvae assumed the adult mode of
life on the bottom, counts of natural populations were also the result of
the environmental preferences of the larvae. He concluded that ". . . the
actual counts are a compromise between the availability of preferred environ-
ments and the meristic genotypes." It is likely that meristic variation
in teardrop darters in this study was the result of similar factors.
Parasites and Predation
Yamaguti (1959, 1961) listed 54 families of digenetic trematodes and
21 families of nematodes, each represented by one or more species which
utilize fish as hosts during their life cycles. "ere than one half of
the 299 teardrop darters observed in this study had "black-spot" skin cysts.
Hoffman (1967) listed only two species of larval digenetic trematodes which
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encyst in the skin of fish resulting in the characteristic black-spot--
Neascus of Crassiphiala bulboglossa and Neascus of Uvulifer amblonlitis.
Hoffman and Putz (1965) were unable to infect_
ambloplitis, but Hoffman (1956, 1967) metaoercariae of
tulboglossa were widespread in fishes an recorded them from Etheostoma 
nigrum.
Belted iYingfi hers (Mtaceryle alcvon), definitive hosts which fre-
quented Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks, ingest the metacercariae which
encysted in fish. The cysts are digested and larvae are free to develop
. nto adults 'e tird intestine. Fertilized eggs are dropped in the
feces to the water, and the free-swimming miracidia penetrate to the liver
of a snail Heliosoma spp.) intermediate host where they develop into
sporocysts. The mollusks shed the ensuing cercariae, which attach to a
fish nost and the cycle continues (Hoffman, 1956).
A six-month comparison Was made between the number of black-spot cysts
in teardrop darters less than 30 mm SL and those 30 or more (corres-
ponding to Age Groups 0 and I). From September, 1972 through February, 1973,
a smaller number of cysts per fish was consistently observed in the smaller
group in each stream (Table 16).
Fox (1962) reported a greater abundance of strigeoid metacercariae
in older fish. Colley and Olson (1963) and Avault and Allison (1965 re-
ported that numbers of metacercariae were directly related to the length
of the fish. The greater numbers of black-spots in longer fish in this
study was likely due to the lengthier time of exposure for older fish,
though greater surface area of larger fish and varying behavior patterns
may also have influenced the number of ectoparasites per fish.
7i= 16
!lean number of black-spot skin cysts per fish in Alexander and
Little 1•tuddy Creek fish, collected September, 1972 through
February, 1973.









September .40 4.65 .33 2.44
October 1.10 6.80 .20 1.50
November .89 10.67 2.00 3.56
December .00 5.00 .00 2.63
January 1.55 9.00 .75 1.63
February 1.33 r,.33 1.22 2.33
,
lad nematode parasites in the mesente_
re-orded the nematode, Contracaecue larva7
▪ .:::ecies of - 3tora, so it may have nen:.',
▪ barbouri. Hsffman (19(7) stated that "
ma:. be Peund in almost every organ, hut are comrsn r ,”, 
, musculature." He noted that the 'if, .•:c . .
volves an invertebrate. . ." (copepod, insect nyj, e4,. 1 a: firqt
intermediate host and fish ray then be infected by Patin- erev'ra.e
forage. Teardrop darters fed heavily Cr. copepods and nymT'ir *iii lay.
some nematodes use fis'n as second intermediate h,,ntl, and levelAs to hits
in t...e intestine of other fish, birds and mammals. Few nematcles were ob-
served in this study but Hoffman (19(7) n‘ted that larval nematodes ,)!.
Contracaecum ". . . cause considerable damage in the tndy cavity of fish
Possible predators observed in Alexander and :Attie /tuddy Creeks in-
eluded the grass pickerel (::sox 
pin (Cottus carclinae), the water snahe
the banded scul-
) and the snapping
turtle. The stomachs of three ,7rar.!-. 'sr 'Iuddy :reek were
examined but yielded no evidence of teardr4 darters in their contents.
Two avian predators were observel--tne belted ',:inrfisher !!e,-acer,rle alcyon)
and the little green heron (Taitorides virescens). Cannibalism, as
served in this stud, was considered intraspecific predation.
Fcological, 
Dynamic inhabitants of Jmall tributaries, te%rirop darters were charac-
terized in part by their small size, short lifespan and a carnivorous 
diet.
Intra:pecific aspe.:7 werc uccompl!shed t" midst c' a iverity r-
ganisms (trop leve7 s) from iro:lucer7 trc '..h primary (herhivorouc,, or-
nivorous) and seconlary (carnivorous) censurers and de -.2onposers (g)duri,
1957).
Basel largely on quali.,ativ,.. oboervations of "sl. associate: .tnd
pertinent literatur-, it was possible to draw conclusions concerning the
eeolo&ical position of F.. barbouri. Fig!. associates were identified with
the aid of Eddy (19(9), rtnier (17(9), !Tubbs an4 Lagler (1.2.5.1) and Trautman
(1957). Scientific al.(' common names (Table. 17) were obtained from the
American Fisheries Society (Bailey, et al., 177). Tish faunal associations
observe. in Alexander and Litt' creeks in tl-Ar were c:-.aracter-
IsItic of second 4.1"4 order feeler tributaries in bein: -omposel of
9 zd 17 ope2ies ccrr%-r: to 
Lrd-r& at loth collecting sites. "e species most often seined wit'. L.
barbouri was the spottail darter. 7.. squamicens, while that taken least
often vas the yellow bullhead, Ictalurus natalis.
The life history of F.. barbouri was directly and indirectly affected
by the aquatic cor=runity, especially the food habits of other fish species
(Carlander, 1769). Both stream (fis) conmunities represented a diversity
of feeling types (Table 17) includin .,: primary and secondary consumers.
insectivorous carnivores, teardrop darters were in direct food competition
with all other fish associates, except perhaps southern redbelly •dace in
Alexan:9er Creek, and stonerollers and bluntnose minnows in Little 'Iuddy
Thesc three species probably 'ed heaviest on benthic and planktonic
dir,tors and algae (!an-kley, 19(3; Settles, 197h; )tarrett, 195)). Settles
(1971), however, found mayfly, stonefly and caddisfly larvae in stomachs of
the large dace. Liets of creek chubs have included vegetable natter, in-
;ects and small fish (Dinsmore, 19(2; ,ii.nclaey, 19(3).
r
TABLE 17
Feeding types of fish in decreasing order of o.-currence a:
teardrop darters in Alexander and Little Muddy 7 -acky.
Etheostoma squamiceps Jordan, Spottail darter—CARNIVORE
Etheostoma (Ulocentra) sp. --CARNIVORE
Rimephales nctatus (Rafinesque), Bluntnose minnow--0:IVORE
Phoxinus erythrogaster (Rafinesque), Southern redbelly dace—OMNIVORE
Semotilus atromaculatus (Mitchill), Creek chub—OKNIVORE
Cottus carolinae (Gill), Banded sculpin—CARNIVORE
Etheostoma flabellare Rafinesque, Fantail darter--CARNIVORE
Catostomus commersoni (Lacepede), White sucker—OTTIVORE
Ictalurus natalis (Lesueur), Yellow bullhead—OMNIVORE
Little Muddy
Etheostoma squariceps Jordan, Spottail darter--CARNIVORE
 notatus (Rafinesque), Bluntnose minnow—OMNIVORE
Cam-ostoma anomalum (Rafinesque), Stonercller minnow—HERBIVORE
Semotilus atromaculatus (Mitchill), Creek chub---_,'IVIVORE
Cottus carolinae (Gill), Banded sculpin--CARNIVORE
yotropis cornutus (Mitchill), Common shiner—OMNIVORE
Lepomis cyanellus Rafinesque, Green sr-Irish--CARNIVORE
Table 17—Continued
Leponis macrochirus Rafinesque, Bluegill-CARNIVORE
Leponis megalotis (Rafinesque), Longear sunfish—CARNIVORE
Etheostoma nigrum t'afinesque, Johnny darter—CARNIVORE
Esox americanus vermiculatus Lesueur, Grass pickerel—CARNIVORE
Percina maculata (Girard), Blackside darter—CARNIVORE
Ictalurus natalis (Lesueur), Yellow bullhead—OMNIVORE
f!.7od oorTetition
with dar4- er cc.-inhalitant,s an in streamn.
Darter diet -onsirted heavily of aq,:atic inc.--t larvae, ,,speciall:
riidt larvaL, an1 cla...c.crans f'lraanch anl --ith, 1772; Karr,
1264; Page and r-dth, 1272; 7aney an Lachner, "r). The diet of the
banded sculpin was limited only by the ability t swallow a prey organism,
and has included Notroris spilopterus, Cottus carolinae and Etheostoma 
flabellare in addition to anphipods, decapods and insect larvae ('!inckley,
Craddock, Krunholz, 1963). Predacious sunfishes (Le:ponis spp.) and grass
pickerel (Escx americanus vermiculat.ls) were occasionally taken with E.
barbouri. Although Turner (1955) reported that bluegill diets consisted
mainly of chironomid larvae, copepods and cladoceranr (staples of teardrop
darter diets), the number of sunfish associates was small and competition
was probably nil. The combination of its small size and similar dietary
needs of its fish associates suggested the possibility of severe food eon-
petition. But many teardrop darters had full stomachs which indicated that
the food supply exceeded the demand in Alexander and Little 71uddy Cree43.
Habitat competition in this study was believed min:nal. The micro-
habitat of E. barbouri vas distinctly different from that of other darter
species and, especially, non-darter species. Teardrop darters nestled at
the banks of pools beneath available cover which usually included roots of
aquatic vegetation or fallen leaves, whereas, 7. squamiceps and Z. (Ulocent a)
sp. shared the protection of large rocks and boulders in deeper pools.
Competition for spawning places may have occurred because some teardrop
darters had moved to rocks in the pools during their spawn. Further obser-
vation is needed to confirm ;uch competition. 7ybridization was 1.ot a--
served among darters of Alexancler and Little "uddy Cr eks.
SUMMARY
The life history of the teardrop darter, Etheostona barbouri Kuehne
and Small, was intensively studied from September, 1972 through August,
1973. Specimens were seined from Alexander and Little Muddy Creeks of
the Green River drainage, Kentucky.
Etheostoma barbouri is a member of the subgenus Catonotus, most close-
ly related to E. obeyense Kirsch and E. virgatum (Jordan), both of which
occur in the Cumberland River draina7e.
Teardrop darters are known only to occur in small to medium-sized
second, third and fourth order tributaries cf the Green River in Kentucky
and Tennessee. They prefer sandy or rocky edges of these streams, some-
times moving to pools as deep as 3 feet. They are rarely taken on riffles,
except as small fry.
onosczatic ratios indicated that teardrop darters spawned from late
March through late May when water temperatur!7s were 12.5-15.5 C and rising.
Because they reached maturation following commencement of the regular
spawning season, young females developed primary ova at a later date than
did their older counterparts. Gravid females older than one year were not
captured in Little Muddy Creek, perhaps due to a spawning migration from
the collection site.
Teardrop darter fry (15 mm SL) were first collected. on May 29, 1973,
in shallow riffles of Little Muddy Creek.
The diameter of primary ova was large, but numbers were few when com-
pared with those of E. f:abellare. Linear correlation coefficients
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indicated that longer fish produced a larger number of mature e
ggs than
did the shorter fish.
Males were the predominant older fish; very few females survive
d 1,3
the second birthday.
Length-frequency distributions indicated three ag9 1
, ii.
Average standard lengths of teardrop darters at 
thesi ei wer- 30, 41 and
46 mm. These darters, therefore, attained about 657 teir SL 
during the
first year, 23'; the second, and 11% for the remainder of li
fe. They gained
the greatest percentage of weight during the second yead. 
The faster-grow-
ing fish of Little Muddy were shorter-lived than the slo. .e
r-growing fish of
Alexander Creek.
Length-weight data indicated that weights could have been calcu
lated
if standard lengths only had been known. All fish, except 
females and
non-sexed fisn from Little Muddy Creek, exhibited regressio
n values great-
er than 3.0. Coefficients of condition indicated that slow
er-growing fish
were slightly more plump than were faster-growing fish. 
Coefficients were
lowest in the fall and highest during spring months.
Teardrop darters were carnivorous throughout life. Differe
nt food
habits between young and old darters were limited only by t
he ability to
ingest a particular size of prey organism and availabil
ity. Young-of-the-
year stomach contents were restricted to small copepods
, cladocerans, and
cnironomids. Cannibalism did occur. The most numerous food 
items of tear-
drop darters were Cladocera, Chironomidae, Cyclopida
e, Simuliidae, Digenea,
Baetidae and Ceratopogonidae, in order of decreasing number
s. Chironomid
midge larvae had the greatest frequency of occurrence. 
Spring and winter




17.:ed by narrower ranr-es ih :f 4"- anl 
"ntal
port1,1 lateral line canal
The most cor-n parasite ci• t lartere 'n thin st - 
was tl-e
ectoparasite "black-spot" ::eascus of -r_  bulboELJssa, which 
occu-
nore than one half of the specimens. An internal *-lesentery) 
nenatode,
thought to be Contracaecur sp., was observed in seven p rcent 
of the spec-
imens. Parasites had little or no harmful effect on teardrop 
darters.
/n addition to cannibalism, possible fish predators included 
the grass
pickerel, banded sculpin and creek chub. Water snakes, a snapping 
turtle,
belted kingfishers and green herons may also have preyed upon E. 
barbouri.
Ftheostona barbollri occupied an ecological position most closely re-
lated to that of its darter associates in Alexander and Little 
nuddy
Ih second and third order strears, it normally occurred most 
often along
vegetated, overhanginr, banks and, thus, conveniently shared the strear 
sub-
strate with other darters which were foune, most often in the 
deeper rocky
portions of pools. Uthough food habits of darters were 
similar, their
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